Lanier Christian Academy
AP® English Language (11th grade), AP® Literature and Composition (12th grade) and
Dual Enrollment
LCA Families,
The LCA upper school English department has designed our reading list with specific
goals in mind. Students will read two (2) books this summer: a biography chosen by the
student from the list below and one assigned to be read before school begins to enrich
the beginning of the new school year.
Below, is a list of rich, thought-provoking Christian biographies. The assignment will
help students identify with the hills and valleys of other Christians while helping to grow
students’ faith.

1. *Each 9th-12th grade student must choose one (1) book from the
Biography list and complete the PowerPoint or Google Slide
Presentation to be brought in on a flash drive.









Surprised by Joy by C.S. Lewis
Tortured for Christ by Richard Wurmbrand
Born Again by Charles Colson
Amazing Grace by Eric Metaxas
Seeking Allah Finding Jesus by Nabeel Qureshi
Shadow of the Almighty by Elisabeth Elliott
Kisses from Katie by Katie Davis
Joni: An Unforgettable Story by Joni Eareckson Tada

Project Details:
Each student will create either a PowerPoint or Google Slides presentation for his/her
chosen biography. Students will turn in the completed presentation to their English
teacher via Google Classroom or other means communicated by the teacher. This
project will be worth a Quiz grade.
Required Elements:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Creativity! 😊
Biographical information: birth date, birth place, family life
Conflicts the selected Christian encountered
Major turning point in this person’s life
How did God change him/her?
How did learning about this Christian impact the student. What did the student take
away from the book?
7) Mechanics/syntax: No spelling errors, no major grammatical errors
8) Number of slides: minimum of 5, maximum of 8
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
The following books have been chosen to enhance our 2020-21 literature and
writing study. Students can expect to begin the new school year and new English classes
studying this required book. Teachers will assess student knowledge and
comprehension via tests, writing assignments, or projects.
*The ISBN choices are suggestions. Students may choose another copy of the book;
however, the book must be unabridged.

2. *AP® and Dual enrolled students are required to read the book or
books corresponding to their upcoming English course below.
Discussion and assignments will be given on these works the first
week:
AP® English Language and Composition (11th grade)
**AP® selections reflect genres and titles necessary to satisfy AP® level study. Please
note, advanced placement courses require students to exercise mature reading skills
and utilize personal worldview filters.
 Warriors Don’t Cry, by Melba Pattillo Beals, ISBN-13: 978-1416948827
(Nonfiction Memoir)
Assignment:

Annotate in the book as you read. Annotation allows you to interact with the text and more
easily remember key points of question/discussion. An example/explanation can be found
at the following link:
http://www.hunter.cuny.edu/rwc/handouts/the-writing-process-1/invention/Annotatinga-Text/

Annotating a Text — Hunter College
Annotating a text, or marking the pages with notes, is an excellent, if not essential, way to make the
most out of the reading you do for college courses.
www.hunter.cuny.edu

AP® English Literature and Composition (12th grade)
**AP® selections reflect genres and titles necessary to satisfy AP® level study.
Please note, advanced placement courses require students to exercise mature
reading skills and utilize personal worldview filters.
 Thing Fall Apart, by Chinua Achebe, ISBN: 978-0-385-47454-2
(Historical Fiction)
Assignment:
Annotate in the book as you read. Annotation allows you to interact with the text and more
easily remember key points of question/discussion. An example/explanation can be found
at the following link:
http://www.hunter.cuny.edu/rwc/handouts/the-writing-process-1/invention/Annotatinga-Text/

Annotating a Text — Hunter College
Annotating a text, or marking the pages with notes, is an excellent, if not essential, way to make the most out
of the reading you do for college courses.
www.hunter.cuny.edu

UM and TM Dual Enrolled English 1101/1102 through TMU (12th grade)
 Bird by Bird by Anne Lamott ISBN: 978-0385480017
**Mature content information from the professor, Mrs. Humphrey:
I am thrilled that your student has chosen to take Dual Enrollment English 101/102. This course, the
first semester especially, is focused on improving our writing. An incredible tool for accomplishing this
goal is Anne Lamott's book, Bird by Bird, in which she offers hilarious, helpful, and superb writing
advice. While Lamott does use some explicit language, the advice she offers will benefit your students
in their writing assignments now and in classes to come. When examined through a Biblical worldview,
students will come to an understanding not only of how to communicate in academic writing
assignments, but also how to more clearly and concisely communicate the Good News of the Gospel.

Assignment:
Annotate in the book as you read. Annotation allows you to interact with the text and more
easily remember key points of question/discussion. An example/explanation can be found
at the following link:
http://www.hunter.cuny.edu/rwc/handouts/the-writing-process-1/invention/Annotatinga-Text/

Annotating a Text — Hunter College
Annotating a text, or marking the pages with notes, is an excellent, if not essential, way to make the most out
of the reading you do for college courses.
www.hunter.cuny.edu

